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AN EXAMINATION OF SOME LANGUAGE PROFICIENCY TESTS FROM A COMMUNICATIVE

VIEWPOINT

Lyle F. Bachman (University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign)

1 Intr.'duction

The theme of this conference, "Lanquege Knowledge and Ski/l,"
is particularly well-chosen, since it represents, I believe, a
recognition that language eroficisncy involves both knowledge, or

Cr` competence, and skill in implementing, or executing that competence.

(\i
Skills and components models such as those proposed by Lado (1961) and
Carroll (1961) distinguished skills (listening, spanking, reading, and

4:) writing) from components of knowledge (grammar, vocabulary,
phonology/graPh0109Y), but did not indicate how these were related.

40 It was not clear whether the skills were simply manifestations of the

40 knowledge components in different modalities and channels, or whether
they were qualitatively different in some other ways. For example,

(N1 does reading differ from writing only in that it involves reception

0 rather than production? If that were so, how can we account for the
fact that quite competent and skillful readers are not always skillful

writers? Choesky's model (1965), with its distinction between compe-
tence and performance, permitted us to distinguish random "noise" from
language proficiency, but in so doing limited language proficiency
solely to competence. And neither of these models recognized the full

context of language use--the contexts of discourse and situation.
Halliday's framework OgnO, with its focus on functions, both illocu-
tionary and textual, clearly recognizes the context of discourse, but

again is limited to competence. Finally, although Ryes.' (1972)
notion of sociolinguistic ammvpriatenoss recognizes the interaction
between language use and the context of situation. it does not address

the distinction between competence and skill.

Recent frameworks of communicative competence (Munby. 19781
Widdowson 19781 Canals 1 Swain, 19801 Savignon: 1983), provide a
much more inclusive description of the the knowledge required to use
language, in that they incorporate linguistic competence, discourse

competence, and sociolinguistic competence. All of these frameworks
comprise what eight be called descriptive rather then working models
in that they focus on competence and either explicitly or implicitly
ignore the implementation of that competence in language use. A more
cognitive approach to Imnguage use hes been taken in working models of
language processing suzh as those proposed by Faerch and Kasper (1983)

and Bialystok and Ryan (forthcoming). But while such models
distinguish planning from execution and characterize varying degrees
of cognitive control in language processing, they do not specify how
language competencies era distinguished from language skills.

At this point it may be useful to discuss whet evidence there is
for a distinction between competence and skill. The first kind of
evidence lies in the differential implementation of competence in
different, skill Modes. It is well-known, for example, that
comprehension generally precedes production, bath in first and in
second language acquisition. If the requisite competencies are
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present for comprehension. what causes this implementation in
prouucuon to lag behind? Likewise with differences in channel.
Fluent reeding does not necessarily imply fluent listening, or vice-
verse. Another kind of evidence can be found in the literature on
communication strategies, which deals with the ways in which
individuals attempt to achieve some communication coal in a given
lengusge despite inadequate communicative competence in that language.
In such cases the individual may be able to compensate for inadequate
competence by the implementation of various strategies. Thus. the
most skillful communicator may not necessarily be the individual w!th
the greatest competence.

To assure you that I am not eerily Juggling terms, I will
a theoretical framework that distinguishes the knowled%
competence aspects of Language proficiency from the skills as
and that sled eddrasses the factors in the language tasting situ'. ...AM

that affect parformsnoe on longue. tests. I believe this model is
of use in examining the construct validity of tests of language
proficiency and in clarifying some terms and concepts that haw been
used to describe various aspects of language proficiency. I gill than
e xurb*. within this framework, the netuce of the performance tasks
and language competencies required by some widely used testing
Procedures. Finally, I will discuss the implications that this
e xastinetlonsugente for psychometric theory and for language besting
reessnAh.

2 A freneworkfpr describing performance on tests of language
pooficiamcy

Adrion Palmer and I hove proposed s framework for describing the
different factors that effect performance an long age teats (eamtmen
and Palmer, forthcoming). This framework includes four types of
factors: language trait factors, skill footers, method factors, and
random) factors. Sall factors ere those competencies or
mantel abilitlesterfrallsoefic to language use, and ere of two
main types* organizational competence and pragmatic competence.
Grgenizationel oessiebance, which includes grammatical and discourse
competence. Pertains to the formal characteristics of language tangs.
Pragmatic mespetenom, which includes illocutionary and sociolinguistic
competence, pertains to the functional and social characteristics of
language WM

are those genital chuicteristica of the individual
thatjejkilet performance. These consist of 1) psycho-
physiological skills, which are distinguished in terms of mode
(PredialtivaireollIties) end derma (aural-Goal/visual). 2) forms of
representation (conscioue/subconsclous, analyzed/unanelYzee. pre-
fabricated routines, rules), which determine the extent to which
language competemies are available for use, and 3) strategic
compermnce, which consists of a set of genr-el abilities that affect
how lencMmes cd1Petameies are implemented for maximum affectSveness in
proceseing information.
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Method factors are those characteristics of the test method that
affectPrig amerce. These factor consist of 1) the typo of longues*
use situation (reciprocal/nonreciprocal), 2) the amount of context
(embedded/reduced), 3) the distribution of information (compact/
diffuse). 4) the type of information presented (concrete /abstract),
and 5) the typo and degree of restrictions on language performance!
these include restrictions on the organization of discourse, the
language use situation, propositional content, illocutionary force,
forms, participants, mode, dolma and time /length. irommunicativel
testing methods might be characterized se those involving relatively
unrestricted, appropriately contextualized langusge perforosnce, while
non-:ummunicative testing methods involve only artificially

restricted, inoppropristaly cantestualizsd lemmas performance.

Finally, random facto s consist of 1) cognitive and strictly',
characteristics of s ladividual, such as field dependence/
independence, inhibition, tolerance/intolsrence of ambiguity, yid
motivation, 2) interactions among specific coebinetions of trait,
S kill and method factors, and 3) amoeursiont Irian

One application of this framework has been in the defirdtio
terms that have boron used to refer to various aspects of ler ge
proficiency (Bachman and Palmer, 1311). bs
defined as consisting of the trait factortirrEellealfirlaSCOMPOINVAII
syntax, morphology. and PhonaelO/OrPhale(111. while I tivo?
c tame consists of linguistic competance Jaya the

scours, coapetenos, illocutionary competence, and eaCiatneelatte
compotance

Len Wilts (listening, speaking, reeding, writing) consist
of *11 ?sacra. 1.1ggigitAg .2 .igthism consists of Us
monitor. 'wtion of linguistreOr netinendskill footage in
artificially restricted end inappropriately contextualizedr tat
situations (methods). Comma t geffsamie%.....igi consists ef the
manifestation of communiesitivompetenckill factors in
rolativly unrestricted and appropriately oentextuelized test
situations (methods).

A melte re gt 14noyistic midgmansg includes that portion ef a
test score irbutable to lingulitTecompstems, skill fasters,
artificially restricted and inappropriately contxtuslired method
factors. and random factors. elleatfireigtVecoMee
includes that portion of test score
competence, skill factors, relatively unrestricted and allPnergref
contextualised method factors, and random footers. .

This framework may also by useful in expleininp Myra* of
variation in perforesnos on tests, as illustrStpd in the flipee *pew,
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I. Itoit MclFa:

1C-76riiitzaticeal Coepetence
O. Pragmatic Competence

II. Skill Factors:
a. PiRrophiiiaiikal
b. Forge of Representation '

c. Strategic Competence

III. Odtrilfisimup

1. togas. des Situation
?? Amount 0 Cenfamt
S. Distribution of Information
4. Type of Information
S. Restriction, on WWI*,

Rego Iwo

IV. hula War

i. Cognitive mnd Affective
Qualities

ii. Interactions among
other Factors
Ressurseent Error

Sources of Variation An Langusga Test Scores
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The relative contributio, of trait, skill, method and random factors
to test perforeence will, of course, very from test to test and from
individual to individual. For exempla, Bachman and Palmer (1982)
found that multiple-choice test of grammatical competence loaded
such more heavily on the method factor than did multiple-choice tests
of either pragmatic or sociolinguistic competence. The effect of the
task on test performance has generally been dealt with
oyrhometrically as systematic error variance associated with the test
method (Campbell i Fiske, 1959). The framework described hers
specifies in more detail the factors that comprise test method and
at the same time recognizes the relationship between the demands set
by the task and context of the teat and the competencies required to
successfully meet them demands.

Finally, this framework may be useful in clarifying some
misconceptions regarding the terms 'directs and "indirect" as they
have been applied to languor tests. The term 'direct test" is often
used to refer to a test method in which performance resembles 'actual"

or 'normal' language performance, while an "indirect test" is one in
which test performence le perceived as somehow different from "actual"
or "normal" performance. Thus, writing maples and oral interviews
are referred to as 'direct' tests, acne they presumably involve the
use of the skills being tested. By extension, such tests ere often
regarded, virtually without question, en construct valid cnd therefore
as legitimete criteria for the validation of "indirect" tests.

There ere two problems with this, however. First, we have no
definition of *actuate or %wear ling:age use that is precise enough
for us to deters/4e the extant bo which paefermence cr. given test is
similar to such language use. Indeed, the framework suggested hers
soy at beet permit us only to distinguish relatively "communicative'
from relatively 'non-communicative language performance. A more
serious problem, however, is that the use of the term 'direct"
confuses the behavioral manifestation of e trait or competence for the
construct itself. As with all mantel measures, language tests ere
indirect indicators of the underlying traits in which we ere
Interested. The framework presented' above captures this d.stinction
by recognizing that there ere factors in addition to trait factors
that effect perforeence on all lamags tests, whether these require
recognition of the carrot eltmenetive im eultiple-choice format or
the writing of an mem.

3 An examination of some taste of imagmall'proficincy

In examining proficiency testa ss ineeures of communicative
performance, there ere two questions that should cm addressed.
First, to whet extent do the tasks requited on tt4 test involve
communicative language performance? Bawd, to whet extent does the
test assess communicative competencies?

3.1 Riltiple -choice tests

The multiple-choice test le one of the the most widely-used
tmletiques for testing language peoficimery in the world. Such tests
typically include mete aimed at meamaleg at least some of the

6 BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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following skills or components: 1) listening comprehension. 2)
structure, and 3) reading comprehension. The Imnipacs performance
tasic an sudh testa are almost always restricted to non-reciprocal
situations, in which there is no potential far feed-beck or
negotiation of meaning. The arount of context generally varies
considerably from part to part, as does the distribution and type of
information. The format of these taste generally restrict the mods of
performance to reception. Finally, there are obvious restrictions on
ties end langU

3.1.1 Multiplm-choice tests of listening comprehension

Multiple-choice tests of listen: mg comprehension typically
include tasks such es 1) listening to sentence and than identifying
the correct paraphrase from several choices, 2) listening to short
dialoguing:Id than finding the correct choice to a question about the
dialogue, and 3) listening to a short talk and then anwertng
oospretionsion questions based on that talk. The propositional content
of this:two:ref test is typically restricted to acedsaic topics, while
the illocutionary acts are typically ideational and manipulative.
In the paraphrase item type two basic tasks are required: 1)
cmorthsrding single spoken sentence (stem) end 2) recognizing the
correct paraphrase of this sentence (key) from among four written
sentences. The majority of the items or thic type require only
grammatical competence for successful completion. Most depend
primarily on the knowledge of lexical signification, or of the
on:position:a content amsnmemd by syntactic structure. Furtherers,
these items can be regarded as context-reduced, in that they are
generally unconnected with each other and their references are to
fletitlous parsons, objects, place and actions. In gmusl, the task
of inzoognizing paraphrases is an extremely artificial one and requires
virtually no coamunicative performance, in that this task focuses
amclusivaiy on proporitional cigar/cation. In addition, the lack of
outset renders this item type highly artificial.

In the lecture, or short talk test type there ie generally a
variety of discourse organization, including generalization and
development, as well as variety of illocutionary acts and
linguistic forms. The basic tasks in this test type are 1)
compostoneng spoken discourse and 2) anewwino dirct information
questions based on that discourse. In this type of tact, the extent
of the discourse ie much more substantial than that in the paraphrase
type. The context is else much more extensive. Unfortunately,
however, tMs lectures are frequently highly artificial, in that they
mound Uhe greeds presentations and fail to include the kinds of
hesitations and restatements that dwirecterize oral discourse. There
is little shllsnee to the test taker to interact with the text and
mOMOIMMIMILy liltla recortugtY fax authentic immferwar

3.1.2 Multiple-choice taste of structure

The language performance on this type of test is typicsAly
restricted entirely to single enterces, and thus has little potential
for involving discourse. There is generally a variety of propositional
cg*As*, OW the illocutionary force is typiceily restricted to the

7
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ideational function and the form to declarative sentences. In this

test type the basic task is to recognize the syntactic form that will

correctly corllete an incomplete statement. The items in this type of

test are generally context-reduced, in that they represent isolated
propositions, although there is generally some attempt to
contextualize them. Frequently, however, this context is totally
irrelevant to the task posed by the item. Consider the following
item, for example:

The first ornithischia appeared on the Earth
the early Mesozoic ere, some 200

million years ago.

A) when
B or
C and
0 during

This statement, if found in en authentic discourse, would presuppose
that the reader is familiar with the terms uornithischia" and
"Mesozoic ere". In the test context, however, this information is
irrelevant to the syntactic structure that requires the preposition
"during ". If the test taker etteapte to procuessithis sentence as an
authentic use of language and is not familiar with these terms, the
item is context-ruined and may be more difficult then if the meanings
of these terms were ignored entirely. Because of the unnecessarily
difficult context, item: such as these probably engage other
competencies even though they are intended only to measure grammatical
competence.

3.1.3 Multiple -thole taste of reeding comprehension

Of the various types of multiple-choice test, the reading
comprehension test has, in my opinion, the preetest potential for
requiring communicative langusge performance. This is :mouse it is
the least restricted with respect to organization of discourse,
propositional content, illocutionary force, and forms. There are
basically two tasks in this teat type: 1) comprehending a written
text and providing requested information based on the content of
that text. The questions are generally of two types: incomplete
statements and direct information questions. The type of information
requested is usually both literal and inferential. Items in this test

type may NISIMILItil grammatical, cohesive, and illocutionary competence.
Strategic competence, to the extant that this is lavashowd in inference
end drawing on relevant extrerttual laIowledge. cam also be measured.
should this be desirable,

In general, while multiple-ohatce testa ass highly restricted in
terms of the type of parforeence required. I believe they can be used
effectively to =sours the receptive skills of listening anal reading.
and to measure the full range of nos:potencies required in these two
skills.
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3.3 Ural interviews

The oral interview is probably the premier "direct* test of
language proficiency. It is nearly the opposite of the multiple-
choice test, in that it can require authentic language use, or
communicative performance. While generally limited to the aural /oral
channel, both receptive and productive sodas can be mean red, es can
the full range of competencies involved in the skills of livtening and
'peeking. The extant to which this test achieves its full potential.
however, depends an the elicitation and rating procedures. The
skillful interviewer will lead the candidate through variety of
topics. elicit a variety of illocutionary acts, and prnasnt a varietyof contexts. Indeed. in e well-conducted interview, the candidate may
newly forget that it is test.

All too frequently, however, the
candidate's performance is rated

solely in terms of grammar,
pronunciation, vocabulary, and perhapsfluency. Such rating scale fails to evaluate aspects of either

discourse cogestanah such es cohesion and rhetorical (anvereational)
organization, or of sociolinguistic competanoe, such es appropriate-
ness of register and raturalases.

Another common characteristic of rating scales that have been
developed for oral interviews is the definition of the scale points.
or level" in terms of specific contexts end subject setter. A well-
known euseple of this type of scale definition le that of the
Interagency lengualM, Roundtable (ILA) oral interview (foreerly the
Foreign Service Institute (FRI) oral interview). This scale hes beenadopted end expanded by such diverse organizations as the American
Council of Teachers of Foreign Languages (ACTFl), in its "Provisional
Proficiency Guidelines* and the Australian Osoartment of Immigration
and Ethnic Affiare, in its "Australian Second Language Proficiency
Satin. (AS.FS)s. This type of scale definition may be quits useful
for specific situations such as those of the agencies of the U. S.
government, or of modern language departments in U. 5. colleges and
universities, or of large-scale migrant program in Australia.Because ef the effect of context on communicative language use,
however. Context dependent definitions limit not only the use of such
scales, but more importantly, their intexpesttion, to the pacific
situations for which they are designee. Thus, rating, on those
different scales are of little use for, comparative purposes. How
comparsigal fee exempla, are the following scale definitions?

Can handle with confidence but not with facility
most social situations including introducUors and
casual conversations about current events, as well
as work, family, and autobiographical informations
oar handle ltalted work reerelemmests, needing help
in headline any nomplicatians or difficulties.

(Lowe, 1 1180:1 -5)

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Can narrate, describe, and explain in past.

present, and future time. Can communicate facts- -

what, who, when, where, how sach--and can explain

points of view in sn uncomplicated fashion, but

cannot conjecture or coherently support an

opinion. Can talk in a general way about topics

of current public interest (e.g4, current events,

student rules and regulations), as well as

persona interest (work, leisure ties activities)

and can give autobiographical information. Can

sake factual coalition's, such as collar life vs.

high school life. . . . Can maks point

forcefully and mamicate needs and thoughts in a

situation with a complication (e.g. calling a

mechanic for help with a stalled oar, explaining

suspicious-looking possessions to a customs

official).'

(47L

Has restricted register flexibility thoLvah,. )where

a specialist register has been enterionosd, will

have acquired 4011111 features of it. . .. Can give

detailed information about own really, living

conditions, educational backgrounds an describe

and amens an everyday things in his mvizinaent

(oa.. his suburb, the weathr)s . . . can
communicate on the spot with fellow workers or

immediate emetic, (114. 401 quietism out job,

etc.).

(Inglis

°DI* 4"4"1.1114

time off.

(Inglis IM MO*, 1011:14)

The first quotation is from the definition
of level two on the ILR

rating scales the acondis from the ACTFL 'Provisional Proficiency

Guidelines, definition of the yedvanosd level. which is considered

comparable to level two on that ILR scale. and the third infra* the

ASLPR definition of level two. Mile the I$J tetet is quite
cnaral, the ACTFL and ASLPR statesman ea such sate specific. Th

problem this crates for amiability of Mines is that one is not

certain that interviewers using the different scales would try to

e licit exactly the MN lengutgo functions (narrating, describing.

e xplaining, explaining, conjecturing, supporting an opinion.

factual comparisons, communicratiny needs and
thesant). Nor is it

likely that the sae content trees (Unto Wave time activities,

student rules and vegelattones milers and high
Moil life) or social

regiaters will as of relevance to Amicen college students,

employes. of U. S. gmement agenda, and imignts to Australia.

If there is this ouch attis-1 ter difference in elicitation and

interpretation of rattisgm from scales mhos these, which are very

closely related in twee of their development, comparability of

interpretation is even leis 0Mitiiible when ma,
different types of

scales ore esseeinad.

l0
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A more generalizable and interpretable approach to scale
definition, I believe, is to define levels on separate scales in

terms of the characteristics of the various components of
communicative competence. In the Oral Intor Jew Test corneynicti.

petsvfnev
tnnctleirt (Bachman eV% mar, 3.7for example, evil

two of several components, such ass

EueeK

limited range of both morphologic and syntactic
structures, but with some evidence of systematic

mint control of some structures wed, but with
many error types

Cotes IE (pa:8 of discourse competence)

Moderate cohesion, including coordination and
simple subordination; sometimes confusing
relationships among ideas

Sensitivity Maoists; (pert of sociolinguistic competence)

Evidence of two registers zi control of either
formal or infanta register

(Bedpan and Palmer, 188312-4)

Interviewers ere instructed to elicit topics, illocutionary acts, and
sociolinguistic registers appropriate to the context and to the
candidate's needs sea interests. Thus these factors do have an
important effect on the communicative performance elicited $n the
interview. Out since the scale definitions are independent of contrut
and subject *attar, the interviewer is not constrained to elicit
particular eat of discrete grammatical structures, vocabulary items,
or speech acts. This is not to claim, however, that defining such

I =elle L net problemstical. On the contrary, the identification and
sinking of illonationery sets in terms of eppropriatenses and level,
far swemple, is extremely complex. Nevertheless, I belive that this
approach to scale definition has great deal of potential for
previdinp a esemion yerdeticka for rating any 0.111111 speech sample in
Mews le the coeslonents of communicative lemmas proficiency.

343 Class taste

The close continues to be an enigma. While it appears to
appeostimete quits closely the kind of processing involved in reeding.
and thus to Involve communicative performance, it nevertheless is
generally perceived by test takers as e highly artificial task.
Indeed, each of the research pith variation In this procedure hap
been motivated, in part at least, by the desire to overcome its lack
of appearance of validity. I believe that this perceived
artificiality is largely function of the random deletion procaine,
which frequently results in items that ere nearly impossible to
complete. Perhaps time and conditioning will be the ultimate solution
to this problem. After all, even the sultiple-choice test, which is

*EST COPY AVAILABL
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now widely accepted by test takers as the prototypical test, was once

perceived as totally ladcing in "face validity.

From my own research with the clone I am convinced that it can

immure the full range of competancies involved in reading. The key to

this potential, however,
lies in the specific words tint are deleted,

and to assure that the
specific competencies one wishes to measure are

in fact aessured. it is essential to abandon the random deletior

procedure for a rational one in which the test developer selects the

words to be deleted according to criteria defined in the :ontent

specifications of the test.

4 Implications for messureeent theory

Given the range of language performance required and the

competencies measured by language proficiency tests, it moult.' seem

useful to consider the extent to which such tests can be sdvquately

analyzed by current psychometric
theory. One assumption of test

theory, both classical true-score
snit latent-trait models, is that

test items are locally independent (Reach. 18801 Lord and Novick,

1968). This means that the probebility of an
individual's answering an

item correct is a function only of his or her ability level and the

difficulty level of that single item. For this assumption to be

satisfied, test developers must write
and arrange items so that they

are as independent of each otner as possible in tares of the tasks

required and content included. This is clearly at odds with

communicative langumgm performance, in which the "items* of discourse

are by definition related to each other end toe given context. (It

should be noted that Holland (1881) hes wuggeeted a lass restrictive

assumption, that of "local nonnegetive dew ..J... that may provide a

practical means for determinIng whether
itearesponse models fit a

given set of item date.)

A second assumption of Idarently
evallabla latent-trait models is

that the test items comprise a unidieensionnl scale, that is, that

they all measure a single trait or ability (Lord and Novick. 19681

lord. MIL This assumpticn would also approt
winnable, not only in

terms of current theorise of Immune
proficiency, tut also in light

of recent research in immune testing, which ingrates that language

proficiency is multidimensional (e.g., Swinton end Powers, 19801

Sachsen and Pe lent, 1881, 1982; Dunbar,
11C21 Carroll, 19831 Upshur

and Homburg, 1883). As with the smartie:I ter local Independence,
attempts by test developers to satiety the assumption or
unidieensionality sag wen result in items that are artificially
restricted in their form and content. In fact, the quintessential

"diecreta-point" item might be regarded es unirnallNeleora

If currant theoretical frameworks and research describe

commurd.cative lens Ne proficiency as rompriaing several distinct but

related traits, end communLasUve lensage carfermence se occurring in
the context of discourse, with interrelated illocutionary acts

expressed in a veriety of forma, it would seem that language tests
would provide both chellenge end an opportunity far psychometricimne

to test the elleoePtiOne of current models end to develop more powerful

models if necessary.

12
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5 Implications for test Cevelopent

Them lould appear to exist similar challenge and opportunity
for Leaf developers to find more creative :eat procedures and formats.
One such procedure, variation of the Dictation called the %coy-
tests (CAM & Lint 1684). involves the visual presentation of
material, end has considerable potertiel as measure of text
processing. !t is not unreasonable to expect that advances in
icrocoputst taMnology, clang eith its increasing availability, will
provide the means for akfeg this testing techniqum feasible for
large -scale Noting in the At fey years.

Within the multiple-choice framework, I believe it would be
useful to experiment further with item in whit. some of the
distrectore are partially correct. For example, the key responea
would be completely correct in terms of ayntcx cohesion. coherence,
and perhaps registers while the distracters eight be syntactically
current, but not admive, syntactically end cohesively correct, but
not in the appropriate register, and so forth. From items such as
these it might be possible to derive scores for theme different
aspects of cemmuniostive competence. This type of item bee been
examined by Fads* (M).

Cmckaion

In this paper I have presented a framework for exminiog
perform= an language taste and Ina attempted to demonstrate hew
this fromeweek might psovids some insight into the types of language
perfgamme elicited and ba Ise rege sompearciem warmed by such
tests. At this paint I would like to venture ems opinions
the extent to whim': tallow** tests can or must comprise sea=
cememicetive competm..-. First, I believe that it it possible for
tests that do not involve comaunioative to mum some
aspects of communicative is..._ggtese. is quite possible
that not all the traits of coMcamuntide megateme are equally
relevant to the laneusge use needs of given group. The ability to
use laguage to perform imaginative functions. for example, is
prelably of lege Lepertance to college students, unfartmately, then
the ability to perform Westland fainctior. such as Wining.

describing or aroulno. Finally, it may well to that not ell the

simmt abilLitiee of communitstiwe competence see eeeeweeble within
the limitation of any given testing propel.

A gingko eamitment an the pert of language testing rommohers
and language test developers to content and construct validity
remises the constant re-gemination of the objectives of out tests
and a roasssoont of the technique* we employ fox eliciting

oemmunicotke lemma, petfeemem. The innevatiorm that result from
this memmedgetien will have implications for WM test develoPwAht
and teat theory, in that they Mill require creative applications of
current models and tochnalows and may stimulate the ametlen of moo

medals and new teeffnaolb6
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I risagree with UMW) who feel that the most pressing need is
for further development of theoretical models. I bedews that current
modele are sufficiently well- defined to permit empirical verification.
I also disagree with those who disparage ever being able to
characterize all the components of communicative competence, for such
position wain lead ins to cease empirical research. Th. highest

priority, I believe, is for us to attempt to move to the paradigmatic
stag of scientific development and begin empirical verification of a
current theoretical model of communicative language proficiency.
Furthermore, I believe that the most effective means of such empirical
verification is through language testing raSEIrCh.
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